
List updated on Jan 20 2021. All prices are in Euro and exclude 19% of German taxes. 

PURPLE Area: shows basic prices for Stereo-Mastering and Stem-Mastering. Your 
master files will be delivered in 96000 sample rate 24 bit & 441000 sample rate 24 bit. 
MINT Area: shows extra prices. DISTRIBUTION BUNDLE is prepared that your songs can 
sound the best on different online platforms and for various purposes. Online platforms 
work with different sample rate and bit rate, and at different loudness level. This means 
when your songs are louder or quieter than their normal value, the sound wave of your 
songs will be compressed, amplified or distorted. DISTRIBUTION BUNDLE prepare the 
master files in level-sensitive, sample rate sensitive and bit rate sensitive formats. DDP 
prepares data in order to press CD for your CD releases. 9624 VINYL prepares files for 
vinyl cutting that to be delivered to vinyl cutting engineer. If you need a contact of the 
nearest and the most talented cutting engineer, let us know. 
YELLOW Area: shows the costs in case you want Instrumental, Playback or Acapella of 
your songs to be mastered, as well as when you submit an updated mix once the 
mastering process has been started. 

Stereo-
Mastering

100 per Song

Stem-
Mastering 

12 per Stem  
on top of Stereo-Mastering price

Distribution 
Bundle

4416 
STREAMING

for Spotify / Tidal / Soundcloud releases Each format 
costs 4 per 
each song  

OR

Full package 
price for 

Album 49 
EP up to 4 
songs for 29

4424 YT / FB for Insta Story uploads, Youtube and Facebook uploads

9624 ADM for Apple Music releases (I am registered as an ADM 
provider. mastering@enyangurbiks.com is my ADM ID!)

4424 INSTA for Instagram Feed uploads

4824 TV for TV broadcasts, games and video editing

DDP for CD productions.. 
You will receive DDP image + DDP Player

Album 49 
EP 29 
Single 13

9624 VINYL for vinyl cutting.. to be delivered to cutting engineer! 
You will receive Vinyl sequenced audio + PQ sheet

Album 29 
EP 9 
Single 9

Instrumental / 
Acapella

23 per Song / 40 if not delivered with the main mix

Mix Update 26 each time a new mix for a Song is delivered

Revision 26 per Song from the 2nd Mastering Revision

mailto:mastering@enyangurbiks.com

